Nissan almera 2006

The Nissan Almera is an automobile nameplate used by the Japanese manufacturer Nissan from
onwards. It was essentially the European export-market version of the contemporary Nissan
Pulsar , the first generation, and of the Nissan Bluebird Sylphy , the second generation. The
name was also used for several other unrelated models , including the South
Korean-manufactured Samsung SM3 , in various export markets worldwide and the second
generation Nissan Bluebird Sylphy in Russia. The first Nissan Almera rolled off the production
line in late , as a replacement for the Nissan Sunny N14 , a nameplate which had been in use for
nearly 30 years. The Almera was almost identical to the Nissan Pulsar N15 sold in Japan, except
with different trim options and petrol engine range. Power came from 1. The 1. In the UK, the
Almera was originally marketed by Nissan as "the car they don't want you to drive". The level of
specification was good, with all models getting power steering, driver airbag, electric mirrors
and stereo as standard. Throughout the life of the Almera, many 'special editions' models were
available but most of them didn't feature anything above other models. The 2. Non-bodykit
models came with a simpler plastic front splitter. The GTi featured uprated suspension, front
and rear strut braces and a quicker steering rack,. Almera received a facelift for model year. The
original telescopic radio aerial was moved from the drivers A-pillar to the rear of the roof and
was changed to a "bee-sting" type. On the GTi, the phase 2 headlights and front indicators
featured a black surround. The bodykit itself was changed to a more subtle, straight design on
the GTi, with the addition of vents on the rear splitter. Due to the high 'casualty rate' of Phase 1
splitters, due to the thin and brittle plastic used, Phase 2 bodykits were much sturdier. As such,
it is not uncommon to find Phase 1 GTi's with Phase 2 bumpers or no splitter at all. Launched in
January , the second-generation Nissan Almera differed from its predecessor with smooth,
curved lines. Some still thought it bland in comparison with its rivals although the Almera was
selling strongly worldwide. For Europe, this generation of Almera was produced at the
Sunderland factory , which had opened in and produced the Micra, Primera and originally the
Bluebird. The second-generation Almera was available in three different body styles, a three- or
five-door hatch and a four-door saloon with 1. Almeras can be also equipped with 1. Early
versions of the 1. The Almera sedan is based on the Bluebird Sylphy , but has a different front
end. The N16 Almera offered great improvements over the previous generation Almera in terms
of handling, tyre grip and drive dynamics. The N16 Almera felt much more sure-footed on the
road and was exceptionally nimble for a plain family car. While the previous generation Almera
was considered spacious for its class, the N16 Almera was lacking in rear passenger legroom
due to a slightly shorter than category average 2. In , the Almera was facelifted with updated
styling, retuned suspension, new engines and an updated interior. First, the Almera's
MacPherson strut front suspension and multi-link rear suspension Nissan's name for its double
lateral link twist beam suspension had been retuned. This resulted in a quieter ride and a
reduction in the amount of rear bump-through experienced when heavily laden, improving
high-speed stability, driving dynamics and making the car more controllable after an emergency
manoeuver. The new suspension tuning also proved to produce almost no body roll on tight
turns. Overall, Nissan said, the Almera had slightly firmer damper settings and marginally stiffer
spring ratings; though there had been no loss of ride comfort or increase in noise levels in
normal motoring. The suspension revisions had been executed in such a way as to only come
into play at the upper edge of the dynamic envelope. The facelift also included new chrome,
projector-style headlights that were set in a titanium-coloured surround with separate lights for
main and low beams set behind an enlarged translucent cover. The front bumper now had an
integrated engine air intake that ran almost the full width of the car while a honeycomb mesh
grille added visual benefits to the frontal image. Some models also got small circular fog lights.
The interior of the facelifted Almera had also been redesigned with better quality materials and a
large colour or monochrome centre screen which controlled all of the car's functions climate
control, CD player and trip computer was fitted to most models apart from S and Pulse.
Additionally there was a change to the diesel model lineup. Nissan introduced new version of
Common Rail 2. In the second-generation Almera reached its sixth year of production but was
still selling strongly worldwide. It was also sold in Mexico in three versions: a five-door manual
five-speed, a five-door automatic three-speed "Comfort" model and a three-door "Sport" version
equipped with side curtain air bags, fog lamps and a five-speed manual transmission. The
Almera finished production on 28 November , but it was not instantly replaced. The Tiida was
introduced in several countries as a replacement model throughout and ; although it has yet to
be officially imported to the United Kingdom where the Qashqai crossover is the only successor
model on offer , it has been available there through the Arnold Clark dealership network since
March with models sourced from the Republic of Ireland. In October , Nissan launched a new
model as the economical saloon car for the Eco-Car project in Thailand, which was named
Nissan Almera. Based on the company's global V platform , it is equipped with the same 1. A

four-speed conventional automatic transmission is also available in some markets. In the
Americas, it is badged as the Nissan Versa. The third generation Nissan Almera has been
assembled in numerous American, African, and Asian countries. It uses the same 1. Other Asian
countries receive the Nissan Almera, including Malaysia and Singapore where it is offered with
the 1. The Japanese market model was released as the Nissan Latio, imported from Thailand, on
5 October In India, Renault sells a slightly modified version as the Renault Scala. It was
launched in August and is built at the same factory as the Nissan Micra. It was discontinued in
11 May , alongside the Micra supermini, due to both cars not being compliant with India's
Bharat Stage VI emissions standards. In Indonesia, the Almera is used only as a taxi fleet and
was not sold for private consumers, citing low demand for subcompact sedan in the country.
Three variants were offered: E manual and auto , V auto only and VL auto only. Accessories
consisted of a five-piece bodykit, exhaust muffler, Nismo's sports suspension and 16" alloy
wheels. Three variants remained offered and during the launch, it was reported that 56,
pre-facelift Almera's were sold. In addition to the standard equipment, 'Black Series' models has
a bodykit, several piece finished in gloss black and Clarion headunit. To note, Malaysian market
Almera does not feature rear air con blowers and only 1 airbag on the E variant and 2 airbags on
the V and VL variant. The Australian model was released as the Almera in August The model
range is powered by a 1. Sales were low, with a high proportion of sales to fleet and rental car
buyers. Nissan Australia discontinued the Almera in July It is powered by a 1. For the model
year, the Versa as for the Latio and other models received its facelift, with redesigned taillights
and larger headlamps. The model is also sold in Latin America as the Versa, also with a 1. It was
succeeded by the Nissan Micra in for the Canadian market; the Versa was discontinued there
due to slow sales. In , the Versa was sold in Mexico as the next generation replacement of the
discontinued Nissan Sunny B13 known locally as Tsuru , with many dealerships offering
discounts and special promotions for fleet owners, taxicab , Uber and DiDi drivers. All are
powered by the HR16DE 1. For this first year, only the SL can be had with a split-folding rear
seat. Calendar-year sales in the U. Enhancements are made to CVT-equipped models low-rolling
resistance tires, air intake guide, rear spoiler and air deflectors allowing cars so equipped to
reach 40 miles per gallon in highway driving. A 4-speed automatic transmission becomes
available for the base S sedan; the previous S with CVT is renamed the S Plus, and adds
standard cruise control. New features are added to SV and SL models. Billed as America's
best-selling entry sedan, Nissan sold , Versas for calendar Trim upgrades for SV and SL models
are made for the '14 model year. Several new features are added to those models as well. For
calendar , Nissan sold , Versas in the U. The model featured an updated exterior appearance
and interior enhancements, along with more new features. Bluetooth phone connectivity is now
standard across the board. Nissan sold , Versas in the U. S sedans receive rear stereo speakers
previously these had only front door speakers. Additionally, body-colored exterior mirrors
became standard on all models, and the SL gained a leather-wrapped steering wheel. For
calendar year , Nissan sold , Versas in the U. After the beginning of the model year, the 4-speed
automatic transmission option is deleted from the S base sedan. For the first time since its
introduction, Versa U. The SL model, pushbutton start and Sandstone interior color are
discontinued. The SV Special Edition package becomes the top of the line. All now have
adjustable front seat head restraints and variable-speed intermittent windshield wipers. In
mid-model-year, the " Through August , U. Versa sales had reached 54,, a In the summer of an
all-new redesigned Versa will be available. It takes many styling cues from the current Altima
and Maxima sedans. It will feature for the first time Nissan's Intelligent Mobility technology and
Safety Shield technology. It is still based on the Nissan V platform , which is shared with the
fifth generation Micra. The new Versa will include the Nissan Safety Shield of driver assistance
technologies as standard equipment, as well as a push-button ignition, a seven-inch,
touchscreen audio system, a cruise control, and power windows and door locks. The third
generation Versa sedan came to the Mexican market on 1 October It comes in four trim lines:
Sense, Advance, Exclusive, and Platinum. The fourth generation Almera was launched in
Thailand on 14 November [35] and has also been set for introduction in Malaysia as well. All
trims are powered by the HRA0 turbocharged 1. In Brunei, the Almera was officially launched on
27 February The car is only available with the 1. It received its world premiere at the Moscow
International Automobile Salon on 29 August , and uses the same design as the Bluebird Sylphy
but a redesigned dashboard interior, adapted from the first generation Dacia Logan. It has a 1.
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Review Date: 17th May, Nothing has gone, but the fuel consumption is awful as I am only at the
moment averaging 24mpg. Hopefully as the engine loosens up it will improve. Great car very
comfortable, but there are 2 things I do not like as mentioned the fuel consumption is appaling
at present and although I am 5'7 the seating position is much to low. Review Date: 1st May, The
Almera is very underrated in the press and I can tell you why: it does everything very well, but
simply doesn't do one thing distinctively better then the competition to attract the attention of
magazine gloss-heads. It's their loss, believe me, as the Almera is an excellent car that can
teach most other small family cars a lesson or two about build quality, handling, performance
and reliability. It has a fast engine with awesome power at low revs using Nissan's NVCT
technology , grips the road like nobody's business excellent rear MultiLink suspension , great
handling and amazing brakes, reliable, economical with an elegant design and comfy cabin. I
have no doubt that among compact family cars the Almera can definitely receive the title as the
"drivers car". The Almera is really fun to drive and simply begs for long, twisted roads to show
her full potential and she has lots of it. The cabin is well made It's Nissan, so I didn't expect less
, very ergonomic and I really like the central 7" control screen. I'm a very happy Nissan
customer and I promise you that my next car is definitely going to be a Nissan. Review Date:
13th April, Great review! I totally agree. Great car, one of the best in its class no matter what the
general opinion is. Tight, firm handling, long equipment list and legendary reliability. I also own
a Toyota Corolla While my wife prefers the Corolla I don't. It is boring and feels too soft and
rubbery compared to the Almera which, in comparison, is sharper and more precise on the
road. Better then most cars in the price range. As the reviewer said, nothing spectacular, but
everything is simply executed nicely. Hang on, aren't Nissan's in fact Renault's? How come
Nissan cars are good and Renault's really bad judging from the reviews?? The Nissan Almera is
a much better car than the corolla. Its handling is better, its braking is better and power is
superb. I really enjoy this car unlike the corolla, which really haven't changed. Nissan is a
Japanese brand while Renault is French. Though Renault got high hold in Nissan's shares, it
Nissan still is a Japanese brand and of very high quality than that of Renault's. Think about this:
why is Nissan available worldwide while renault isn't? Quality issue might be the answer. Well, I
was driving Almera sedan 1. Almera gives such bad feeling in curves, I was all the time afraid it
will roll. Maybe my mistake is that I am used to Citroen's smooth ride ;. General Comments: Fast
car in straight line. Doesn't handle like its Golf equivalent. Torque steer big issue, especially in
the wet. Liable to under steer under heavy acceleration. Liable to over steer on sharp cornering
in wet. Massive flat spot in performance from 3k RPM. Comment on this review. Actions Fix the
spelling and grammar Delete this review. Summary: Very good, but not brilliant Faults: Nothing
has gone, but the fuel consumption is awful as I am only at the moment averaging 24mpg.
General Comments: Great car very comfortable, but there are 2 things I do not like as mentioned
the fuel consumption is appaling at present and although I am 5'7 the seating position is much
to low. Summary: Simply does everything very good Faults: Nothing. General Comments: After
six months of ownership I am extremely pleased with almost everything. Reply to this comment.
Actions Fix the spelling and grammar Delete this comment. Nissan, like most Japanese
manufacturers, enjoys a well earned reputation for reliability. So, you can expect a used Almera
to run and run. Pretty much all you need to look for is that the appropriate recall work has been
carried out. There haven't been too many recalls to worry about, but there was a major one that

affected the petrol engines. Issued on January 29 and affecting cars built between March and
the end of July , it concerned the engine crankshaft and camshaft. If not rectified, it could cause
engines to stall and in the worst-case scenario, prevent them from restarting. In June , diesel
engines built up to the end of were recalled to have possible camshaft problems rectified, and
all models built between December and September were called into dealers to fix a possible
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for? Toggle navigation. Home Workshop Manuals Nissan Almera. It was introduced in , and
aimed for the European market, its first generation was derived from the Nissan Pulsar and
second generation was derived from the Nissan Bluebird Sylphy. The shape of this car was
quite attractive with soft, round edges and a wide body shape. The name is currently also being
used for several other versions of the car: the South Korean-manufactured Samsung SM3, in
various export markets worldwide; the Nissan Latio, throughout the Southeast Asian markets;
the second generation Nissan Bluebird Sylphy in Russia. Get notified for new files? We'll send
you a quick email when a new Nissan Almera document is added. Nissan Almera Workshop
Manual. Nissan Almera Owners Manual. Related Models. Nissan Official Website. Never miss
out: Get notified when new Nissan Almera documents are added. About Manuals. Connect with
us. Built since and currently in its third generation, the second generation is still manufactured
for certain markets. Sylphy has also been marketed in export markets under several other
model names, including Pulsar and Sentra. The initial Bluebird Sylphy nameplate was a
continuation for the larger Nissan Bluebird which was phased out in It was renamed the Nissan
Sylphy in The model code of "G10" used in Japan differed from most other markets which
retained the legacy N-series N16 naming scheme inherited from the Pulsar. The change in name
from Pulsar to Bluebird Sylphy in Japan came about as Nissan was about to phase out the
long-running Bluebird , and this kept the old name alive. The Bluebird Sylphy was made
available in a single body style, a well equipped small four-door sedan. The factory in the UK,
where the N16 was manufactured as the Almera, continued to produce three- and five-door
hatchback versions. These European models featured slightly different frontal stylingâ€”a
unique grille, bonnet and bumper accommodated the headlamp design shared with Japanese
models. Some European markets also received an Almera sedan model, which featured the
same frontal styling as the hatchbacks. British-made Almeras also saw some exports outside of
Europe, mainly to Australia and with Pulsar badging. The original release Bluebird Sylphy had a
vertical chrome grille with Nissan emblem on the bonnet. In February , the Bluebird Sylphy
received minor changes with a revised grille with the Nissan emblem moved onto the grille and
an all-new rear end with Teana J31 -inspired tail lights. This update also applied to the Sunny
and Sentra models in Southeast Asia. Australian Pulsar sedans received the same update,
although a horizontally-stated grille featured instead. This more substantial front-end facelift
allowed for the fitment of reshaped headlamps, a revised front bumper and fenders, and a new
grille and bonnet. Engine choices consisted of the 1. A five-speed manual transmission is only
available for the 1. The four-wheel drive version was only offered with the 1. In Thailand, where
the Sunny name was used, alongside the sedan, the five-door was also sold imported from the
UK. Consequently, each body style has a different front end. China, Singapore and Sri Lanka
also received the sedan model only under the Sunny name. In Singapore, the N16 succeeded
the B15 model in the year It was available in two engine variants, both 1. In , a facelifted model
was introduced. The facelifted model was only available with a 1. It continued to be available for
sale, until the year Both versions came in manual and automatic transmissions. Nissan Sunny
was only sold in the sedan variant, imported from Japan. In the Philippines, the pre-facelift N16
model was known as the Nissan Sentra Exalta available from to ; Where the "Exalta" name was
previously used at the luxurious versions of the B14 Sentra. Nissan Philippines then introduced
a model with new headlights and tail lights. The Exalta name was dropped and was renamed
back to Sentra. The B16 generation was introduced in the Philippines [2] where it is sold as the
Sentra and was sold alongside the Pulsar-based N16 model for awhile. For Indonesia, Nissan
sold the Sentra between and in small numbers for private buyers in a single trim level, the 1.

The facelifted model N16, the Sunny Neo was powered by the 1. After the Japanese production
ended in , the N16 maintained in production in Malaysia and the Philippines as the
Sentraâ€”albeit, sporting new front-end styling treatment. Exclusive for the local market, the
Malaysian-built N16 was made available until as the Sentra Sport 1. It is unrelated to the North
American Sentra. The four-door sedan sourced from Japan and the five-door hatchback from
the UK a rebadged Almera were offered. The four-door was available in four trim levelsâ€”an LX
with the 1. In the five-door range there was no LX version. Nissan launched the hatchback
model with the ST trim level and a sporty Q version. As such, all hatches were 1. The
base-model LX sedan came with a driver's airbag, air-conditioning, remote locking and power
mirrors, although no anti-lock brakes ABS or power windows were offered. The ST five-door
gained an extra front airbag , whereas the four-door model did not have one as standard. In Ti
form, the four-door gained both front airbags, ABS, climate control air-conditioning, alloy
wheels and power windows. The Q model was similar to the Ti four-door, although there were
slight discrepancies between the sedan and hatch, with the latter version having an extra
air-bag and inch alloy wheels versus the inch alloys on the sedan. For the European market,
Nissan sold the N16 series as the second generation Nissan Almera from Produced in the
United Kingdom, the Almera range comprised three- and five-door hatchbacks and the less
common sedan. Compared to other markets, the European-manufactured cars featured unique
frontal styling â€” while the headlamps remained common with Japanese models â€” a restyled
grille, bonnet, and bumper did feature. A facelift was released in , with production continuing
until the Almera's demise in This car was launched at the Tokyo Motor Show. The 2. The rear
legroom almost matches that of the Nissan Teana and Toyota Camry. Starting from , the
Bluebird Sylphy is also available for the export market, as the Nissan Sylphy. In terms of styling,
the Chinese variant has amber turn signals on the front compared to clear ones sold in
international markets. The rear was the same style as international variants until where it was
given a facelift for The rear was given new taillights as well as an extra foglamp on the bottom
of the rear bumper. Trim levels consisted of the 1. Engine and gearbox options consisted of the
1. In Malaysia, the G11 Sylphy was launched in June Two variants were offered: Comfort and
Luxury. The car is available with the 1. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from
Nissan Bluebird Sylphy. Motor vehicle. Petrol : 1. Main article: Nissan Almera second
generation. Paul Tan's Automotive News. Retrieved 11 November Retrieved May 1, Retrieved 7
July Retrieved 25 July Archived from the original on 9 May Archived from the original on 19
June Retrieved 14 November Archived from the original on Retrieved Retrieved April 23,
Retrieved 24 Oct Nissan Motor Company. Alfa Romeo Nissan Autoveicoli S. HR UD. Hidden
categories: Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Articles
containing Japanese-language text All articles with unsourced statements Articles with
unsourced statements from August Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article
Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Nissan Bluebird Sylphy
G Compact car C. Transverse front-engine, front-wheel-drive Transverse front-engine,
four-wheel-drive. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Nissan Sylphy. Straight-3 HR UD. Ad vertisements. In this article, we consider the
second-generation Nissan Almera N16 , produced from to Here you will find fuse box diagrams
of Nissan Almera II , , , , , and , get information about the location of the fuse panels inside the
car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout and relay. Cigar lighter power
outlet fuses in the Nissan Almera II are the fuses 3 Socket and 22 Cigarette lighter in the
Instrument panel fuse box. The fuse box is located on the left side of the dashboard, behind the
storage compartment. Front side. Rear side. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown
fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents. Fuse box location.
Passenger compartment Fuse box. Fuse Boxes in the Engine Compartment. Learn more: How to
check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our
website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy
policy. ECU turn signals, backlight and main power to the instrument panel, panel lighting.
Comparison Specifications. Look at comparison Nissan Almera vs. SsangYong Actyon by
all-important specs. When matching the models, one can see 2 ideas that send Nissan Almera
to first place compared to SsangYong Actyon. By comparing the most valuable characteristics,
our team revealed the main differences between Nissan Almera and SsangYong Actyon. So we
offer everyone compare two cars and decide which one you'd like to purchase. Almera was
produced by Nissan to outperform contestants in the sphere. Nevertheless SsangYong doesn't
fall behind and presents its new technologies in Actyon. After getting all the characteristics,
you'll quickly decide which vehicle to get. Piston stroke Engine position Front, Transverse.
Engine position Front, Longitudinal. Cylinders location Inline. Fuel supply Multi-point indirect.

Fuel supply Diesel Commonrail. Length mm. Width mm. Height mm. Related Searchs Important
to know. Sizes and dimensions. In this section. Dimensions Air Filter for SsangYong.
Dimensions Battery for Nissan Almera. Battery for SsangYong. Fuel Filter for Nissan Almera.
Dimensions Fuel Filter for SsangYong. Dimensions Oil Filter for Nissan Almera. Dimensions Oil
Filter for SsangYong. Dimensions Radiator for Nissan Almera. Dimensions Radiator for
SsangYong. Dimensions Timing Belt for Nissan Almera. Brake Discs For SsangYong. Brake
Pads For Nissan Almera. Brake Pads For SsangYong. Headlight Bulbs For Nissan Almera.
Headlight Bulbs For SsangYong. Front, Transverse Engine position. Front, Longitudinal Engine
position. Inline Cylinders location. Multi-point indirect Fuel supply. Diesel Commonrail Fuel
supply. Ford Galaxy vs SsangYong Actyon. Nissan Almera vs Peugeot Over Browse Car
Specifications Almera N16 Versions - 1. Nissan Almera N16 1. Show more Images Compare with
another car. Wit
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h a fuel consumption of 6. This engine produces a maximum power of 98 PS 97 bhp - 72 kW at
rpm and a maximum torque of Nm lb. The power is transmitted to the road by the front wheel
drive FWD with a 5 speed Manual gearbox. For stopping power, the Almera N16 1. The Almera
N16 model is a car manufactured by Nissan, sold new from year until , and available after that as
a used car. What engine is in Nissan Almera N16 1. The Nissan Almera N16 1. How many
horsepower hp does a Nissan Almera N16 1. How much does a Nissan Almera N16 1. What is
the top speed of a Nissan Almera N16 1. Is Nissan Almera N16 1. No, the Nissan Almera N16 1.
Popular comparisons with this car Nissan Almera N16 1. If you found an error in these
specifications. Latest Car Specs. View more. Latest Models. Acura Integra 4-door. Acura Integra
3-door. Acura Integra 5-door. Acura NSX Acura RLX Acura ILX Acura EL ES3. Acura EL MB4.
Acura CL YA1. Acura CSX. Acura RDX Acura MDX Acura MDX. Audi Avant type C3. Audi Avant
type C4.

